
rent24 opens its first coworking space in Tel
Aviv

BERLIN, GERMANY, March 22, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In summer 2018, rent24 - one of the

leading European coworking and coliving providers - will open the doors to its first location in

Israel in Tel Aviv-Jaffa. Besides offices and conference rooms, the property at 2 Eliezer Kaplan

Street contains an open space, a lounge, a kitchen and an event space. One highlight of the new

space is the 400m2 roof terrace, which offers a breathtaking view of the city.

Robert Bukvic, Founder and CEO of rent24, sees the expansion into Israel as an important

strategic step for the company: “The Israeli start-up scene is booming. As one of the most

important economic centres in the Middle East, Tel Aviv is a logical hub for us. From here, we

want to roll out the rent24 concept to all of Israel and offer a creative and inspiring working

environment to both freelancers and companies, from start-ups to corporations.” 

rent24 offers its members a comprehensive service in personalised, pleasant surroundings – at

the same time they can use all 24 locations in 4 countries worldwide from Amsterdam to Berlin

to Chicago, and, depending on availability, additional services like coliving or our very own gym.

Regular joint events - from breakfast to yoga sessions - encourage creative exchange and

networking among members. “Our aim is to create the ideal environment for a productive

working day - we want our members to enjoy going to work each day,” said Bukvic.

About rent24

Besides flexible and efficient workspaces, rent24 also offers overnight accommodation in micro-

apartments and opportunities for networking with like-minded people. From start-up

entrepreneurs working alone to established companies with large teams, rent24 offers all the

advantages of a sharing economy community. For further information see www.rent24.com.
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